**SECRET**

**DATE:** 16 FEB 63

**TO:** DIRECTOR

**FROM:** JWAVE

**ACTION:** SAS 10

**INFO:** DDP, CA 2, CA/PEG, CA/PRO

---

**SJAN INFO DIR CITE WAVE 4560**

**TYPIC KUNQF**

**REF:** SJAN 6922 (11) 674160

1. **APPRECIATE PROMPT ACTION.** PLS. ASSURE BREVIER/1 HIS OFFER.
   PERSONAL DONATIONS APPRECIATED BUT FOR ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL
   PURPOSES PREFER CONTINUE CURRENT ARRANGEMENTS.

2. **FEEL BREVIER/1 PURPOSE PARA 4 REF MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED**
   BY WAVE PASSING INFO OF BREVIER/1 OFFER TO UR HIERARCHY WHO
   WRITING OF KUBARK FINAN SUPPORT. OTHERS ALREADY THINK BREVIER/1
   MAJOR SOURCE UR FUNDS

---

**IN69089**

**END OF MESSAGE**

---

C/B CONTENT: BREVIER/1 ASKED IF THERE ANY OBSTACLE FROM STA. POINT OF VIEW TO
THIS MAKING OCCASIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS $300-$400 HIS OWN FUNDS TO UR.
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**GROUP 1**

**REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.**
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